Robertson Software, Inc.
1001 Pine Street, Boulder, CO 80302
303-443-5349 daver@robsoft.com
september 10, 1996

Mr. Bill Bettenberg
Department of the Interior
Office of Policy and Analysis
1849 cst. NW, Mail stop 4412
washington, DC 20240

Dear Mr. Bettenberg:
Having been contacted by Bill Sikonia about the further
efforts to document and validate the TROA model, I am at his
request writing you with my impressions of the issue along with
some very personal thoughts on how best to proceed in the future.
As you may recall, Kenn Cartier and I spent a couple of years in
a v-ain attempt to document and rationalize the model. It was one
of the more frustrating endeavors of m¥ long software career.
This career, now near a close, encompasses over 30 years of

wri ting software.
It would be very easy (and tempting) to simply say that the
model is "bad", should be thrown out forthwith, and a new moriel
using modern software techniques be written to replace it. That
perhaps begs the immediate question of whether. the present model
could stand up in court. My response to that question is
twofold. First, no mere human could in good conscience profess
to understand it in detail and prove that the results are
"right" . It is far too complex, convoluted, and baroque for
that. On the other hand, it is probably difficult to prove that
even tho~gh it is not hard to
it is "wrong" in any overall sense,
point out specific instances of inordinate sensitivity, small
errors, arbitrary assumptions, and other problems.
It is difficult to separate the model from its long-time
author, Rod Hall. I have come to respect Rod and his skill, as
well as his ability to continue to work with this model with any

degree of understanding. I also have the strong. feeling that
there has been no attempt to fraudulently hide a hidden agenda

wi thin the ample recesses of the model.
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The issue of starting over from scratch is a familiar one in
computing circles. Rarely have I seen a case where the need to
start over is more clear-cut. The TROA model, as I will
delineate below, cries out for a new start when ~ewed from any
number of different perspectives. This need must be balanced
against another truth in software circles. New softwar~ alwax:s
takes vastly longer and costs vastly more to create than anyone
is willing to admit at the outset. To summarize, it needs to be
rewritten, but it will be a painful, slow process.

My own feelings, arrived at from working with and upon the
model for some years, are listed below.
1) The model is hopelessly complex for anyone to understand.
This stems from mul tiple causes:

It is accretionary in that code has been added and
added with no atteinpt to root out obsolete portions or
consolidate similar .functions. This, coupled with the
lack of a crisp overall strategy, antique coding
practices, and

dubious shortcuts, makes it .

impossible to

defend.
There is not adequate internal documentation...

It has been laid out with an enormous number of
software "switches" to allow different paths through the
program. Many of these switches are interrelated in
unspecified ways.
The program is so large, has so many variables,
constants, and input parameters that computational side

effects are inevitable.
2) Detailed internal documentati.on is most apt to document
that complexity without making the model any easier to
understand.. Documenting the overall strategy is probably
impossible g~ven the lack Of an overall design strategy.
At least I find it in general beyond the level of
complexity I can understand, documented or not.

3 j OUr work showed various sensi ti vi ty problems where tiny
differences causéd substantial differences in paths

through the code. .
~! We did not find egregi.ous errors that caused major
we were mainly t~Jing to
differences in results, but then
modernize the code without changing the essence of the

computations.
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Here are a few of my thoughts on appropriate paths for the

future.
. i) I don't think Rod could do the internal documentation
effectively himself, as he has had no history of even
atteupting it. Further, he is burdened by a gr~at deal
of knowledge which would be counter-productive in
deciding what to spell out arid what to assume when

composing comments..
2) Rewriting. from scratch will be, at the least, a multiyear project, even assuming a good team of several

people. It could be much longer. A new simplified model
and over again as the political
would be stalled over
side wrangled over how to simplify. There are a lot of
oxen being protected, as well as a changing real

situation.

3) A new model should start from a viable commercial
modeling platform such as Hydrosphere l s CRAM platform. A
second basic requirement must be a clear understanding of
the role of the computer model. Is it for operating use,
negotiation use, or some other use?
4) 1\s the TROA world regards the present model imich as a
religion, no matter how good a new model is, it will be
measured against the old TROA "King James" version with

the burden of proof resting on the new, not the old. It
will seem a major hurdle to shift this burden without
demonstrating each error in the old.
I am including a few excerpts from e-mail correspondence
between Kenn Cartier and myself as we labored to document and
understand the model. Be aware that these are contemporaneous
candid comments between colleagues, not carefully crafted pUblic
memos. I include them to document the difficulties in working

wi th the model, and the nature of some of the sensi ti vi ty
problems we encountered

DR to KC: flsprt is a real bastard, isn't it. It would be so much
easier to sit down with Rod and let him talk while we typed comments. While
that would use mOre of his ti=e, the aggregate time of all of us would
surely be cut by 2/3. Oh, well. I say this not to justify our slow

progress, but rather to emphasize the' difficulty of understanding

undocumented, accretionary code hoary with age. 'l'his might even get us
little more of Rod i s time. Would must be careful to not malign Rod other
than possibly to point out the 10n9 term benefits of heavy commenting at the
time code is written.

KC to DR: Dear comrade on the NSM front line (or maybe rear guard) I
still am fighting in the trenches over the flsprt routine. I'm attempting
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to understand both the details and the big picture and to modify the
comments accordingly.Xt' s been slow going though.
DR to KC: :tt is hard to believe,

but all the differences stem frciiii

calculation order

our old fi:iend i:tg2. Appai:ently vei:y minor differences in

give very slight differences in i:esults, which then propagate to major
to put some ad4i tional
differences in othei: parts of the run. I i m going

debug statements in :tg2 to see the magnitude and paths of the differences.
Xf they ai:e small, X think someone should make same sei:ious sensitivity
checks on the code in genei:al. The 115 area of XNSTRM seems suspect aa a

and

tiny difference in Rcal (5) and Rtar(5) cause a diffei:ent route

subse~ently significant differences in i:esults -- apparently all frciiii rtg2
being different by 1 af/JDS:Jn.

DR to KC: After spending ~ite a bit of time looking at side effects
of slightly different ordei:s of calculation of polynomials in rtg2, X think
we need Rod' 8 insight on how to proceed.
Backgi:ound: Old way of calculating YVAL is:
YVIlL = ca (4, j) *XVAL

k'"' 3

k=k-1. .

DO 250 1 .. 1, 2

~ = ~*(YVAL + Calk, j))

250 CON'l'J:NUZ

YVAL .. rn.i:. + .C8 (1, j)

New way is:

YVAL .. ca(l,j) + XVAL * (ca(2,j) + XVAL *
(caC3,j) + XVAL * Ca(4,j)))

Same calculation, but diffei:ent sequence of multiplies and adds. On
my PC, at least, this sometimes gives differences in about the 7th or 8th
digit. That is OK in itself, as it probably doesn't ti:anslate into more
of water. The effect we see, though, may be ~i te a bit
than a bucket or two
larger. In particular, when i: ran a 1981-1983 case, the ZOM stoi:age in
1/83 in i:ndependence is 15.267. However, in SVZNDG, at line 145 (snippet

follows) .Stor(5) differs by a bit or. so in the two different cases, causing
sto to be 14.750 in one case and 15.267 in the other as the test goes the
other way. This subse~ently causes quite a few calculations to be
substantially different as the code follows different paths.

While we can make the results come out the same by replicating the old
rtg2 calculation, it seems to me that there may be bigger problem when tiny
differences can propagate into large ones.

DR to KC: well, this is really interesting and, even though it has
been in court many times, I think we now know that it is a pretty sensitive
program. i: 've made similar changes to other parts of the code so wbo knows
what will crop up. Note that Rod made the distinctiontbat different
opei:ation procedures are invoked in different cases, pei:baps based on very

small differences in the decision criterion. This leaves me in someWhat of
a
quandary relative to our future testing. xt would seem difficul t to
really clean up without making ANY calculation cleanups. 'let if we do, the
burden on us to show that one answer is as good as another would seem aimost
insurmountable in the time at our disposal.
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X don't relish tbe prospect of turning tbis into a full-blown analysis
of the model, but at the same time it would seem tbat we have something of a
burden to point out to interested parties that results can occur at tb~ whim

of roundoff changes..

KC to DR: I've isolated the problem in florat.f. Once again, it is an
routine has the following

example of extreme sensitivity. ~d' s working

cciaiiiiand lines:

~cuic(1) - æmic(l) - Clcrd(l)
bomsto = stor (1)
eomsto = Stor2 (1) - ~cuic(l) - æmic (1) - Clcrd(l)
~he discrepancy with .our cleaned routine occurs because we altered the
command lines to:

bamSto . stor(l) - (Tcuic(l) + ~c(l) + Clcrd(l))
eomsto = Stor2 (1) - (~cuic(l) + ~c(l) + Clcrd(l))

Although our lines are mathematically equivalent to Rod'li cOJllltlaIld
lines, the modification produces substantial differences in tbe output

results.

DR to KC: :I think we should be very very careful about makinc;J any .

quality or error comments to anyone other than ~om and ~d. We should only
let. anything go public, and by that t mean even to others in our own

iimiiediate groups, after discussion and ac¡reement on tbe issue with aod. We
need
posi
kick
Rod,
tbat

to keep him on our side and also I don't think we wish to get in the
tion of being political football. for those with different agendas to
around. If we do come across a significant error, we sbould advise
and if it needs ta become public, let him do it in his own way. Guess
makes us mother' 5 little helpers, but that is probably the best way.

1: probably shouldD't have broadcast ~ 'stanc¡e Code' e-mail to Yardas
for that reason. :I do think it is perfectly. OK to bemoan the '60s style of
th~ program, its lack of comments, and general inpenetratability. These are
just ~ tboughts about how we sbould act, not a demand that we do so.

As a final summary, the points I would like to make are that
the present model is not understandable, and probably not
defensible at any deep leveL. It needs to be done over with a
clear goal in. mind and a modern software platform underneath.
Such an effort will be costly and time consuming.
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